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Energy Management for Small Businesses
Overview
Facilities such as ATM kiosks, convenience stores, supermarkets, restaurants and small,
industrial plants have saved up to 20% on energy costs through the installation of a T‐BOX LT
RTU.
Not only does a T‐BOX LT automate equipment operation for energy savings, it keeps
management informed, anytime, anywhere, via an alarm management system with multimedia
messaging.
Using T‐BOX LT, end‐user businesses have also gained access to valuable, real‐time and
historical informationregarding their operations and put it to use in continuous improvement
programs.
T‐BOX RTU products have been especially effective for chains, which are realizing savings
across all their satellite operations through the installation of identical systems at all locations.
Key product features for energy management applications include the following:
 On‐board Web server provides complete access to information with a standard browser
and eliminates the need for expensive SCADA software licensing and configuration of HMI
displays.
 The RTU uses push technology to immediately notify multiple recipients of alarm
conditions, significant events, etc.; networking is greatly simplified because no polling is
necessary.
 Use of inexpensive, public networks provides significant savings in communications costs.
 Software tools simplify configuration of control logic for equipment operation.
 Compact RTU installs and starts‐up very quickly with minimum commissioning time.

Operations
Rising energy costs have made management of electricity and fuel consumption an urgent
matter. T‐BOX LT systems, which have recently been installed at ATM kiosks, convenience
stores, supermarkets, restaurants, and industrial plants, have provided rapid pay‐back as well
as energy savings upwards of 20%.
Typically, a single, T‐BOX LT supervises all equipment for baking, cooking, lighting, heating, and
refrigeration. Following are best practices for monitoring and automation:
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Opening and
a Closing Time Ma
anagemen
nt
Annual elecctricity costss can be decrreased by 155% to 20% th
hrough the m
managemen
nt of start‐up
p
and shut‐do
own times of equipmentt around bussiness openiing and closing hours. M
Much of the
equipment,, such as coo
olers for non
nperishabless, can be com
mpletely shu
ut down befo
ore closing
time and started soon before
b
open
ning time. Ligghting, even if on motion control, caan be disable
ed
during closiing hours.
ment, which cannot
c
be sh
hut down duuring closing hours (e.g. refrigeration
n for
For equipm
perishable items),
i
some
e businessess have foundd, given som
me labor, they could conssolidate thesse
items and allow
a
the RTU to shut do
own unused equipment..
If the HVAC
C system is not controlled by a progrrammable th
hermostat, tthe T‐BOX LTT can pick‐up
p
that respon
nsibility overr all businesss hours and cclosing hourrs, including holidays. Ussing
Semaphore
e’s TWinSoft programming environm
ment, the engineer can implement teemperature
controls, which are much more elaborate than those proviided by a pro
ogrammablee thermostat.

Business Hour
H
and Peak
P
Timee Managem
ment
During business hours, users can co
onserve energy through the intelligeent capabilitties of T‐BOX
X
LT. For exam
mple, with fe
eedback on the lighting level in lumens as an input, the T‐BOX LT can
turn off sele
ected banks of lights. Given the outddoor temperature as an
n input, the p
program can
n
elect to ope
erate ventilaation louverss instead of rrunning an aair condition
ner or furnacce.
The dynamic trending and
a historicaal data logginng capabilitiies of T‐BOX have also allowed userss
to profile th
he energy usse in equipm
ment such as refrigeratorr cases and aadjust controls to
maximize efficiency. Ussers have furrther found that quality control has improved th
hrough trend
monitoring and corresp
ponding chan
nges to operrations. For example, reefrigerators o
often require
e
earlier startts or thermo
ostat adjustm
ments to preepare for peaak activity.
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For some users, simply monitoring their operations, without automation, has provided many
benefits. Within the small space of an ATM kiosk, the ambient temperature is important to the
comfort of visitors. A T‐BOX LT can monitor the temperature, record historical trends, and
initiate an alarm message if the temperature is beyond high or low limits. Using push
technology, T‐BOX can send messages to multiple recipients via e‐mail, TCP/IP, or SMS text.
Unacknowledged alarms will be escalated. Messages sent via e‐mail and TCP/IP can include
attached files, which provide live information, tabular data, or trend graphs.
For further monitoring at such locations, T‐BOX LT has also interfaced with access controllers,
door switches, hazardous gas detectors, motion detectors, smoke alarms, and video cameras.
Transitions on signals from any of these devices could generate an alarm or event message. For
those cases in which no message is necessary, T‐BOX LT will record the occurrence in the
historical log for future reference.
Monitoring and controls are also used for equipment efficiency and maintenance purposes.
Operating time for equipment that provides an “on” or “running” contact can be accumulated
in the historical log and used for runtime maintenance programs. T‐BOX LT is often called upon
to monitor the health of equipment, most often by using temperature inputs. The T‐BOX LT will
stop equipment that is running too hot, report that as an alarm and start alternate equipment,
if available. For run‐time maintenance, T‐BOX LT also alternates operation of any equipment
that is redundant.
Some sophisticated techniques from larger plants have been finding their way to smaller
operations, even nonindustrials. Increased numbers of temperature inputs and technologies
such as infrared sensing are being employed on some equipment in order to detect “hot spots”
that a single measurement point would miss. Some applications are also using acoustic sensors
or vibration sensors to detect malfunctions that temperature measurements would not reveal.
Ultimately, the goal is to detect problems, sooner, to avoid expensive repairs, later. Again, the
trending capabilities in T‐BOX LT readily reveal operating deviations. Plus, there is still an
energy savings component, too, as equipment that is operating in a deteriorated state will be
less efficient.

Conclusion
Whether engineered by the end‐user’s team or a third‐party, systems integrator, energy
management applications take full advantage of the features offered by Semaphore’s T‐BOX
LT:
 Integral Webserver – This feature provides significant savings vs. SCADA / HMI software,
which could require multiple licenses. PC‐based Web pages also provide all, local HMI
operations when maintenance personnel visit the sites, thus saving the cost of a local
display.
 Alarm management – The T‐BOX alarm system detects and reports all alarm conditions
using Push Technology. Alarm management ensures that un‐acknowledged alarms will be
escalated.
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Data loggging – T‐BO
OX data loggiing capabilitty retains hisstorical inforrmation, succh as
temperaature profile
es, in both taabular and t rend graph fformats and
d allows userrs to adapt
operatio
ons for the highest
h
efficiency. The trrends can also reveal eq
quipment maaintenance
issues.
Push technology – End
E user ope
erations perrsonnel are immediatelyy notified of alarms and
w
the need
n
for pollling the RTU.
importaant events without
TWinSo
oft programm
ming environ
nment – A chhoice of proggramming via IEC 61131
1‐3 LD (Ladder
Diagram
m), Basic, or Microsoft Automation ssimplifies sofftware deveelopment forr the
enginee
ering team. TWinSoft
T
maakes it easy tto download
d identical p
programs into multiple
RTU’s and also ease
es programm
ming changess in order to
o allow for co
ontinuous im
mprovementt.
mplement – Providing a mix
m of I/O too 32 points in a single m
module makees for a very
I/O Com
cost‐efffective system. To best match
m
individdual requireements such as discrete inputs, only,
and multiple tempe
erature zone
es, T‐BOX LT is available in four configurations.
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